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An Feng, who was originally extremely excited, was now flustered! 

 

 

This was because he was so unlucky that he did not expect to go to the immortal Yuan continent after 

his spiritual power had increased. Everything else was fine, but if he left, wouldn’t he not be able to see 

Miss Jin Zhi? ! 

 

 

Just before he was teleported, this fellow finally mustered up his courage and shouted loudly, “Jin, Miss 

Jin Zhi, I will wait for you in the Immortal Yuan continent. I will always be waiting for you!” 

 

 

As soon as an Feng finished his words, the guiding light disappeared, and di beiming and an Feng also 

disappeared. 

 

 

The heavy sadness of parting was instantly washed away by an Feng’s stroke of genius. Almost everyone 

turned to look at Jin Zhi. 

 

 

Although Jin Zhi was outgoing and cheerful, no matter how cheerful she was, it was still very 

uncomfortable to be confessed to in public, okay? Besides, an Feng was an idiot. If you confessed, then 

confess. Why did you have to add the word ‘miss’after Jin Zhi? It was very awkward, okay? ! ! 

 

 

After di beiming and an Feng arrived at the immortal Yuan continent, they started to search for 

information about Yun Chujiu. Then, the incident from a few months ago happened. 



 

 

Yun Chujiu’s heart was suddenly in pain as Di beiming told her the story. She remembered that when 

she left, she did hear the hall master’s wife’s exclamation. At that time, she thought that she was 

hallucinating, she did not expect the pretty boy to vomit blood at that time. 

 

 

Yun chujiu hugged di beiming’s waist and sobbed, “Prince Charming, I did not know that you fainted. 

Otherwise, I would have thought of a way to delay for a period of time before leaving.” 

 

 

Di beiming stroked Yun Chujiu’s hair and said, “Am I not fine now? It can be considered a blessing in 

disguise. Otherwise, based on my original cultivation progress, I would still need at least a year to see 

you.” 

 

 

Yun chujiu wiped her tears and snot with di Beiming’s sleeve and asked with a sobbing voice, “What is 

that Golden Light? Why are you emitting it? You are not made of gold.” 

 

 

Di beiming saw the mess on his sleeve and the corner of his eyes twitched, he resisted the urge to push 

Yun chujiu away and said, “I don’t know the details. It seems to be a seal in my body. Little Jiu, I can’t 

figure out some things right now, so I can’t tell you. I’ll tell you when I’ve figured things out.” 

 

boxn ov el. c o m 

 

Yun Chujiu had a great advantage, and that was that she was tactful. She saw that di beiming didn’t 

want to talk too much, so she changed the topic, “Brother Wu Ji is also concerned about me. Why did 

you hit him? Besides, it’s okay to hit him. Why did you hit him so hard?” 



 

 

Di beiming heard Yun chujiu say, “Beating him up is fine too.” The corners of his mouth curled up, “That 

idiot is too weak. I’m helping him by beating him up. I believe that he will soon ascend to the immortal 

Yuan continent. When that time comes, be it helping me or protecting you, it’s a good choice. Although 

he’s stupid and useless, he’s still not bad.” 

 

 

Yun chujiu immediately said happily, “Really? Brother Wu Ji is coming soon? That’s great! It would be 

even better if beauty Jin Zhi could come too.” 

 

 

Hearing Yun Chujiu’s words, the corners of di Beiming’s mouth twitched slightly as he said, “Jin Zhi 

should be coming soon too.” 

 

 

“Jin Zhi’s spiritual power is not as high as mine. How could she also ascend soon?”Yun chujiu asked in 

puzzlement. 

 

 

It turned out that although an Feng and Jin Zhi had not broken through that layer of window paper, the 

two of them still had frequent interactions. On the same day, Jin Zhi picked some fruits to give to an 

feng. Just as she walked out of di Beiming’s courtyard.., she was knocked out by the sudden golden light. 

 

 

This guy had gotten a blessing in disguise. After he woke up, his spiritual power level had directly 

jumped to the ninth layer of supreme spirit realm. 

 

 



However, because he had leveled up too much at once, he needed to stabilize himself for a period of 

time before he could continue cultivating. He estimated that it would not be long before he could also 

ascend. 


